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Abstract
Thefield of economics
has receivedincreasingattention from
researchersin bothartificial intelligenceanddistributedsystems. In large-scale opensystems,the competinginterests of
autonomous
users mustbe explicitly consideredin systemdesigns to ensureglobalperformance
objectivesare satisfied. At
the sametime, reasoningabout the tradeoffs involvedin the
complex
resourceallocation scenariostypical of such systems
is an interesting problemin AI. Economics-based
approaches
are provinguseful to researchersin boththese areas andrepresent an excitingarea of interdisciplinarycollaboration.

of networks and distributed systems, as well as a challenging
application domainfor multi-agent systems.
In this research statement, I will argue that the application
of economicprinciples in computerscience represents an exciting area of crossover between the AI and systems communities. I will briefly mentionsomeof the interesting applications of economictools such as the theory of markets and
gametheory in each sub-discipline and offer an exampleof a
research problemthat is interesting for both sub-disciplines.

2 Multi-Agent Systems
1 Introduction
As networked computer systems have grown in scale and
openness, their role as a public infrastructure has prompted
growinginterest amongcomputerscientists in social aspects
of computing. The networked environment is characterized
by a high degree of autonomyand decentralized control, and
is host to various actors pursuing diverse and possibly conflicting agendas. Systemdesigners confronted with the need
to balance the individual interests of the user with systemwide goals are finding that this familiar dilemmatakes on a
social engineering flavor in open systems. It is perhaps not
surprising that someresearchers have looked to the field of
economics for tools to help analyze and provide a foundation for the design of such systems. Interestingly, this attention to economicprinciples has been growing in both the
Artificial Intelligence communityand in the Systems community. In Multi-Agent Systems (MAS),there is a growing
line of research to explore interactions amongagents whoare
not necessarily cooperative, but instead are endowedwith individual interests. In Networkingand Distributed Systems,
systemic problemssuch as congestion control in the Internet
are strikingly similar to classic problemsof resource allocation studied in the social sciences and there is a hope that
economics-inspired mechanismsmay be applicable in such
settings. Most important, however, is the fact that an increasing portion of the real economiclife of our society is
being conducted in an automated fashion on large open systems, providing a requirements-driven pressure on the design
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The field of multi-agent systems grewout workin distributed
problem solving in AI in which agents were assumed to be
working cooperatively to solve a problem which none could
solve individually[3, 1]. As distributed AI approaches were
applied to a greater range of inherently distributed problems,
it was often the case that a decision that appearedlocally optimal to a single agent did not lead to a globally optimal solution. This tradeoff betweenlocal and global optimality has
been explored extensively in the cooperative setting[2], leading to the observation that in manyenvironments,agents have
real and legitimate differences as to what constitutes optimality. Thefield has thus broadenedto include the study of interactions amongself-interested agents, whoare not necessarily
concernedwith global measuresof utility, but whonevertheless are instrumentalin finding the solution.
Manyproblems in multi-agent systems can be formulated
generally in terms of resource allocation[ 13]. Whenagents
do not share global objectives, there typically is no allocation that is optimal for all agents. It is interesting to examine these problems in an economicframeworkin which various well-studied mechanismsoffer opportunities to find efficient allocations that preserve globally desirable outcomes.
For example, work in automated negotiation[9] directed at
enabling small numbers of agents to cometo agreements is
informed by gametheory, auction theory, bargaining theory
in economics. As the number of agents scales up, there is
significant overhead associated with both the communication
required for negotiation and the computation required for a
rational agent to behavestrategically. For resources that are
well modeledas commodities, the theory of markets gives us
mechanismsto alleviate both types of complexity, by reducing the amount of information that must be communicated
to price data, as well as allowing the individual agents to
adopt a "competitive" posture in which the need for complex
- Orlando, Florida, July 1999

strategic reasoningis reduced. Interesting research questions 4
Combined Approaches
include howefficient, decentralized, scalable market mechanisms can be implemented
in practice to realize these benefits
As an example of how these approaches can be combined,
[12]. Gametheory is also relevant here for examining how consider a distributed information processing infrastructure
social conventions mayemerge amonglearning agents in the
for a large-scale electronic publishing enterprise. In this exabsence of direct communication
[ 10].
ample, publishing requires the use of computationalresources
in a production environmentwheredata are processed and assembledinto informationofferings prior to publication, and a
publication platform’a cluster of web servers, perhaps-from
which information is served to customers. This combined
platform is used to produce and publish to a variety of con3 Networks and Distributed
Systems
tent, perhaps several online information services, for example. Let us assumethat newapplications (i.e. newcollections
Problemsof of resource allocation arise in distributed systems of processes devoted to producing additional information for
at manytime scales and levels of abstraction. At the systems publication) maybe introduced by users at any time without
direct administrative intervention.
level, system nodes vie for fundamental computational resources such as networkbandwidthand persistent storage as
The systemin this exampleis morecentralized and smaller
in scale comparedwith the national information infrastrucwell as more abstract commoditiessuch as response time. At
ture. But evenin this limited domain,the divergent interests
the level of distributed applications built on top of such systems, these low level resources are bundled together to form of systemstake holders illustrates the powerof an economicsinspired approach. Even whenthe entire infrastructure is
more complex resources. Traditional approaches to achieving system-wide performance goals in distributed systems,
managedby a single entity, the divergent interests of application ownersdrive the needfor efficient resource allocation.
including most classical distributed algorithms assume that
Each application generates tasks which consumesystem reindividual nodes are essentially cooperative within the limits
of available bandwidthwith the result that manydistributed
sources such as CPUtime, disk storage and network bandwidth to execute. Individual application ownerare chiefly
solutions developed for closed environments are easily exconcernedwith the performanceof their ownapplications and
ploited by malicious (or merelyself-interested) nodes in
are under pressure to deploy additional applications. From
open environment.
the administrative organization’s perspective, a central conThe problem is that systems designers have historically
cern is that the systemmakescertain service guarantees under
considered the architectural implications of autonomybut
normal loads and that performancedegrades gracefully under
not the social implications of divergent interests amongauheavyloads. The administrators, however,are not in a positonomousdomains. In an open system like the Internet, sertion to judge whatconstitutes graceful degradation,since this
vice providers typically wouldlike to optimize measureslike
is largely application dependent. Someapplication owners
utilization, fairness, and stability. But such goals must be
mayprefer that only their most important applications functraded off against the quality of service demandsof the intion at normal performancelevels whensystem load is high,
dividual consumers. Withoutdesign principles that consider
while others mayprefer an overall performance degradation
the aggregateeffect of self-interest, the resulting allocations
acrossall of their applications.
maybe sub-optimal by any measure. Numerouscases of conOf course, without any incentive to conserve resources,
gestion of Internet traffic, for instance, are examplesthe prob- most application ownerswouldprefer to have all of their aplem of the "Tragedy of the Commons".Well knownin economics, this situation occurs whena public goodis overtaxed plications functioning at normal levels at all times. Oneway
of providing this incentive [4] is to construct a market for
by a group whose memberslack any individual incentive to
regulate their usage, despite a clear benefit of conservation computational resources and allocate a form of currency to
each application owner. The total amountof currency in the
to the aggregate. Divergent interests also appear amongdifferent service providers, whoshare an incentive to maintain marketis controlled by the administrators to keep the system
at a manageableload, but application ownersspend their infull connectivity on the one hand, but have a competitive redividual allocations as they see fit. Prices of resourcesreflect
lationship amongthemselveson the other. It is importantthat
demandand a type of decentralized load balancing occurs.
binding agreements between providers reached through auWhether such a market can function with manageableovertomatednegotiations be, at the very least, verifiable, if not
heads on larger scale systems, however,is still an important
directly enforcable.
research question.
A numberof research efforts in the distributed systems and
If the systemis large and complexand the applications runnetworking communities have attempted to apply the tools
ning are of sufficient importancethen there can be a signifieconomictheory offers designers for building very large scale
cant incentive for the individual application ownersto reason
open systems. The theory of markets can help develop decarefully about the tradeoffs associated with various allocacentralized mechanisms
to achieve efficient allocation of retions of their resources. Yet this reasoningmust be performed
sources without requiring consensusamongnodes [5, 4, 7, 8].
quickly and adapt to a dynamically changing environment. It
Gametheoretic models of networks are beginning to yield
mayonly be possible to computea near-optimal allocation
insights[6] about, for example, the effectiveness of conges- whentask deadlines are considered [11]. Onthe other hand,
tion control mechanismsin the Internet.
it maybe possible to negotiate with other application owners
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whentime permits to find a joint allocation that is mutually
beneficial. Mechanismsthat allow agents to hedge against
future uncertainty such as leveled commitmentprotocols [9]
and futures markets [14] can expand the space of possible
deals to include agreements that improve the payoffs of all
parties.
The need to automate the reasoning and negotiation over
these tradeoffs is what makes this probleminteresting from
the multi-agent systems perspective. Developing market and
negotiation mechanismsthat can operate efficiently on the
scale of the global telecommunicationsinfrastructure is an
important challenge for distributed systems research. While
the complimentary
nature of these trends in research is easy to
identify, there is still moreto be donein the wayof integrating work in these two sub-disciplines. Somereasoning and
negotiation techniques in multi-agent systems have high overheads, which, although possibly acceptable at the application
level in distributed systems, maynot be directly applicable as
mechanismsfor system-level resource allocation. A systems
perspective is needed here to clearly identify the computational tradeoffs associated with these new economics-based
approaches so that system designers can choose amongthem
in a principled fashion. As these techniques becomemore
widely implementedin distributed systems, there will be a
growing need for individual computational agents representing the interests of individuals and organizations that can reason efficiently about the complextradeoffs inherent in resource allocation for real problems ranging from bandwidth
reservation to negotiation in distributed electronic commerce
applications. Automatingdecision makingin these areas offers an opportunity for intelligent systems to makea significant contribution in an exciting application domain.
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